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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Claudio's from GREENPORT. Currently, there are 20 dishes and
drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Leo Shields likes about Claudio's:
Food was great, went with large group and everyone enjoyed their meal! Used to come years ago when family
had a house nearby. Hadn't been in decades but the servers, food and drinks were all great. Nice place to sit
outside and enjoy the scenery. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a

wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What
Tierra Boyle doesn't like about Claudio's:

Promptly seated at a table with a view. Caesar salad was kind of blah and the cheddar biscuits were very small
and not warmed. Main courses of monk fish and short rib were good. Service was also good. Nothing was

exceptional. All in all just average but would give it another try read more. Should you wish to sample delicious
American courses like burgers or barbecue, then Claudio's in GREENPORT is the ideal place for you, You

can also discover delicious South American dishes on the menu. If you decide to come for breakfast, a versatile
brunch is ready for you, The visitors of the establishment also appreciate the large variety of various coffee and

tea specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
CLAM CHOWDER

Soup�
NEW ENGLAND CLAM CHOWDER

Ric�
RISOTTO

Breade� Specia� Roll�
LOBSTER ROLL

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

POTATOE CHIPS

Desser�
COOKIES

TIRAMISU

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

FISH

OYSTERS

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Thursday 17:00-20:30
Friday 17:00-21:00
Saturday 11:30-21:00
Sunday 11:30-20:30
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